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E E  P O R T .
The Board of Foreign Missions respectfully presents to the G e n ­
eral Synod this Report of the thirty-eighth year of its existence) 
and thirteenth year of its separate and independent action :
L  H O  M B  D E P A R T M E N T .
1. M K M H E K S  A N D  OFFICERS OF T H E  HOARD.
W e  have again to mention with thankfulness the kind Providence 
which for a twelvemonth has preserved the lives of those to w h o m  
you have entrusted the oversight of this great work. Only two 
changes have occurred in the membership of the Board, viz:
The Rev. George H. Peeke and Mr. John Lefferts resigned their 
positions, and the Rev. W .  R. Duryee and Mr. J. Reinseii Bennett 
were chosen to fill the vacancies.
2. AGENCIES E.MI'l.OVKD.
Until December, 1869, the Rev. L. W .  Kip was constantly e m ­
ployed in giving information to the Churches respecting the A m o y  
Mission. Throughout the year the Rev. .1. H. Ballagh, of the 
Japan Mission, and J. H. Van D'oren, of the A m o y  Mission, have 
been engaged in visiting the Churches. They have canvassed 
entire Classes, going from Church to Church, speaking everyday, 
and endeavoring to impart a more intelligent, hearty and general 
interest in the work of Missions. The Rev. E. C. Scudder, M.D., 
has improved every opportunity to make known the condition of our 
a work in India.
U p  to the 1st of March, 1870, the news from the Missions, with 
a summary of intelligence from all parts of the heathen world, was 
published in the Gospel Field. The Paper was circulated gratui­
tously. For some months over 17,000 copies of each number were 
sent, in answer to their orders, to the Pastors and Churches. If as 
many as 2,000 copies a month were not read or were destroyed, 
even then the membership of the Church was reached and informed
as ncvoi: before. A. member of the Board very generously met 
one-third of the expense, and the receipts from donations and adver­
tisements equalled nearly another third.
In .Tanuary the Board agreed to unite with the other Boards of 
the Church in the publication of a monthly Paper. While we cor­
dially take part in this joint action, candor compels us to say that 
the present arrangement does not and cannot afford the space 
really needed to property present the state and wants of our own 
work, and a succinct account of the progress of Christ’s kingdom in 
the world. W e  are of the opinion that it, is very important to 
inform the members of our communion, as generally as possible, of 
what the Lord is doing over all the earth in answer to the prayers 
of his people, and in fulfillment of the promises-of Elis Word. W e  
believe this to be necessary, under God, to the formation of a gen­
erous, large-hearted piety. Such knowledge is eminently calculated 
to inspirit and incite, to strengthen the faith and hope, and to aug 
rnent the zeal of the children of God. • More space is required if 
the Paper is confined to a monthly issue, or the same end could be 
attained by a, publication sent out more frequently.
;!. FINANCES.
The receipts of the year have been: from the Churches, $114,782 
95; Sabbath Schools, $4,601 78; Individuals through the Churches, 
$7,662 19; Individuals not through the Churches, $1,860 78; 
Legacies, $5,490 ; Miscellaneous sources, $2,885 24 ; Total $57,­
342 94. Deducting $200 received from the American Tract So­
ciety, and $2,214 27 received as interest on the security funds, 
and the amount realized from Legacies, $5,490 ; in all $7,904 27, 
we  have $49,438 67 left as the offering of the Churches presented 
during the year.
Our treasury was embarrassed with debt ol $24,000 at the be­
ginning of the year; it is now burdened with an indebtedness of * 
$35,000. Notwithstanding a reduction of from 20 to 25 cents on 
the dollar in the cost of the exchange, the Church has fallen short 
of sustaining its operations on the foreign field by $1 1,000. The 
receipts ha.ve been about $24,000 less than those of 1868— 9, and 
but $4,000 above those of 1867-8.
Year after year, for the past three years, the indebtedness of the 
Board has increased. O n  April 30th, 1868. it was $16,000, on
April 30th. 1809, it was $24,000, and to-day it is $35,000. There 
has been no lavish expenditure, only that has been supplied to the 
Missions which could no longer be denied without damage to their 
work. There has been but a small expansion of our operations. 
That the ability of the Church has decreased no one will claim. It 
will be readily admitted that the membership of the Reformed 
Church in America is able to expend one hundred thousand dollars 
a year upon its 'Foreign Missions if it were so disposed. The fact 
we  are called to consider is that the contributions do not defray the 
cost of our Missions on their present basis.
Either of two methods will remove the debt, the one being an 
increase in the income of the treasury, the other a reduction of the 
work. The schools m a y  be closed and the children dismissed to 
ignorance. The valuable body of native helpers, carefully selected, 
and under training for years, thoroughly familiar with the field, and 
our method of action, becoming more efficient ever}' year, m a y  be 
reduced, and the m e n  committed to secular pursuits, or to employ­
ment by other missionary societies desiring their services. Or we 
m a y  retain at home those of our missionaries who are now here, 
and recall others, until the encumbrance of* a debt is removed.
The support of the Missions during the next year will require an 
outlay of $44,000. To return the missionaries now in this country, 
to send out a small re-enforcement, and to meet home expenses, 
will call for $ 12,000, making the total for the year $50,000. A d d  
to this the existing indebtedness and our pecuniary want for the 
twelve months becomes $91,000.
W e  can only refer this matter to the decision of the General 
Synod. W e  are simply the agents of the Church, to do its will 
according to our ability. W e  are, not willing to assume the respon­
sibility of reducing such a work as this, so plainly commanded by 
our Lord, so evidentlywithin the compass of the ability of the 
Church, that has received so constantly the blessing of the Lord, 
and that is so imperatively necessary to the people who are its 
objects. It is for the General Synod to decide for the Church, and 
for us whether our Foreign Missions shall be maintained at the 
present standard, or whether they are to be contracted, or whether 
w e  shall attempt still greater things for the Master and the souls of 
men.
4. HE-F.NFOHGK.M F.NTS.
Miss M. J. Miindoville and Miss Josephine Chapin sailed in D e ­
cember for the Arcot Mission, and reached their destination upon 
the 18th of March. They will engage in instructing their own sex 
in the truths of the Gospel. Miss Mary E. Kidder left for Japan 
in.August, and arrived at Kiigata in October. She has begun to 
teach Japanese girls.
Mr. C. H. H. Wolff, about to graduate from the Auburn Theo­
logical Seminary, has been accepted aS a. missionary of the Board, 
to be connected with the A m o y  or Japan Mission, and will, it is 
hoped, leave for his destination within a few months.
Our Mission in India has not been strengthened in years by an 
addition to its missionary force. It ought to receive a re-enforce­
ment of at least two men. The field now occupied overburdens 
the brethren by its extent and the variety of labor required. Of 
this want the Mission thus writes:
“ W e  need more missionaries, (.fur force is lamentably inade­
quate to the work pressing upon us. W e  occupy an immense field. 
Our extreme stations are about 1.30 miles apart in a straight line, 
and more by the road. The work grows upon us year by year in an 
increasing ratio. Each missionary has more than he can well do at 
his own station, yet calls for labor elsewhere are imperative and per­
emptory. The Telugu district has but one missionary, when it 
ought to have three. South Arcot has none, 'when it ought to have 
at least two. Within the past seven years two of our best me n  
have been compelled to retire, and one or another of the rest to be 
almost continuously in America, yet not a single re-enforcement has 
reached us within that period. Our working force is reduced to 
five, and one of these will probably leave us in a few months. 
W h a t  we  shall then. do we know not, except it be to work on as 
well as we  can, overburdened and dispirited, pondering in melan­
choly mood our Savior’s words, The harvest truly is plenteous, but 
the laborers are few.” ■
To the A  rcot Mission the Lord has entrusted a territory nine 
thousand square miles in area, inhabited by two millions of souls. 
O n  this large field we have only six missionaries and three native 
pastors. W e  have sent no one to help them for seven years. (Etas 
plain that there ought to be prayer to Cod for men to sustain this 
work.
A  station should be established at Chiang-Chiu, in connection 
with the A m o y  Mission. This city is the commercial, social, intel­
lectual, and political centre of a large and populous valley, beside^ 
being upon the highway from the interior to the coast. In the city 
w e  have a crowded chapel, beyond it, in various towns and villages, 
are companies of inquirers asking importunately for some one to 
teach them. The country cannot be worked to advantage from 
A  moy. Ghiang-Chiu ought to be made a station, and furnished with 
two missionaries and a missionary physician.
The following letter, recently received from Amoy, is presented 
as a specimen of the appeals brought from that Mission by almost 
every mail:
“ None of us have visited Chha-thau-po (a town in the interior, 
a half day’s journey from Chiang-Chiu) since Mr. Rapalje was there 
last fall, though some of us hope soon to go. So m e  time since the 
people sent down a very urgent request for a helper, able not only 
to preach the Gospel, but to teach them to read the Bible. Like 
most of the Chinese in the country, and indeed everywhere in this 
part of China, these people have little or no education; a preacher 
must also do the work of a teacher.
“ In a village near Chha-thau-po there are quite a number of peo­
ple interested in the Gospel, and anxious for a preacher; but w e  
can send only one man for the two places. This station being so 
far from Amoy, and no convenient way, I. might almost say, no 
way of communication existing between the two places, we find it 
very difficult to attend to Chha-thau-po as w e  would like to do. 
Could Chiang-Chiu be made a mission residence much of the diffi­
culty of working the country beyond would be overcome.
“ One of our helpers stationed at Chiang-Chiu was fiown at A m o y  
last week with an earnest plea for additional help at his station. 
Northwest of Chiang-Chiu is a walled town of considerable size 
where there seems to be an opening for the Gospel. In fact the 
country around Chiang-Chiu appears to be ready for the truth, and 
our helpers are anxious to occupy the ground, but w e  have not 
enough men to care for the city station and the country around 
it. W e  cannot call men from other places where they are already 
at work The consequence is, the London missionaries have begun 
a station on the ground that our Mission ought to take care of. 
— (Rev. J. A. Davis, March 29, 1870.)
Our work at A m o y  is hindered by the want of men and money.
W e are losing the blessing that G o d  has granted us there, and others 
are gathering our harvest, because w e  fail to send additional mis­
sionaries, and to furnish them with money to build chapels, sustain 
schools, and employ native helpers.
H. r i U R V E Y  O F  T H E  M I S S I O N S .
1. T H E  .AMOY MISSION, CHINA.
(Organized in 1844.) '
Occupying the cities of Amoy, population 200,000; Chioh-hey, 
population 60,000 ; Chiang-chiu, population 200.000; and Tong-an, 
population 60,000. The territory traversed, being about 50 miles 
long by from 7 to Umiles wide, has a population of about .H, 000,000. 
inclusive of that of the above cities.
The missionary force engaged consists of
Missionaries.— Revs. J. V. N. Talmage, D.D., D. Rapalje, L. W .  
Kip, J. A. Davis, and J. H. V a n  Doren, at present in this country.
Assistant. Missionaries.— Mrs. Talmage, Mrs. Helen A.. Kip, and 
Mrs. Davis. *
Rev. L. W .  Kip and wife left this countiy, on their return to 
Amoy, during December last, and reached the Mission during March.
STATISTICAL TABLE OF THE “ TAI-HOE." OR CLASSES OF AMOY, 
For the Year 1809 :
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Churches and Stations.
First Church of Amoy.....
Second “ ---...
Te-soa..................
Aug-tung-thau... ....... .
Tong-an.. . ..............
Church at Chioh-hey......
Chiang-chiu..............
Chha-thau-po...... —  -
Church of Kang-thau and O-pi
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Church at Peh-chui-ia..
Koan-jim............
Church at Ma-peng...
lu-be-kio...........
Ho-khang..... ....
Peh-chioh..........
Church at E-mung-kang
Church at Khi-be....
Kio-lai..............
Liung-khe..........
Church at Liong-bun-si.
E-so...............
Station at An-hai.....
Koan-kio...........
Station at Chin-chin....
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44
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Total English Pres. Missions.. ,319
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Members at the Stations Te-soa. A.ng-tnng-thau, and Tong-an be­
long to the Second Church of Amoy. Those at Chiang-chiu and 
Chha-thau-po belong to the Chioh-he Church. Those at Koan-jim 
belong to the Peh-chui-ia Church. Those af lu-be-kio, Ho-Kang, 
and Peh-chioh belong to the Ma-peng Church. Those at E-so belong 
to the Liong-bun-si Church. Those at Koan-kio belong to the Sta­
tion at A.n-hai. •
The American -.Reformed Church Mission has : Native Preachers 
(including two pastors), I 7 ; 'rheological students, (i.
The English Presbyterian Church Mission has : Native Preachers, 
19; Bible Distributor, 1 ; Theological Students, (i: Medical Stu­
dent, 1.
The Mission reports for the year ending Dec. .HI, I8U9 :
Rev. Dr. Talmage was in poor health during the Spring and Sum- 
niei. Pie has been better since the cool weather began. Pastor 
Lo, of the .First Church of Amoy, is still suffering; with consumption, 
and has been able to preach very little during thejear. His pulpit 
has been supplied either by ourselves or by native preachers tempo­
rarily at Amoy. ■
Of the Native Preachers, one has been dismissed; one, whose 
health was such that we  that w e  thought it best, for him not to 
preach, is again supporting himself at his trade; one has resigned, 
and a fourth was drowned.
The Medical Student spoken of in the Mission Report for 1888 has 
been dismissed. While at the Chinese hospital he yielded to temp­
tation and fell into sin, which led to his suspension from the com­
munion of the Church, and w e  felt that he had, b}r his conduct, ren­
dered himself unworthy of our confidence and support. H e  has 
since given evidence of repentance, and has been again admitted to 
Church fellowship. For the present, however, it is not thought best 
to restore him to his position as student, nor to appoint another in 
his place.
TUB AUniKXOKS AND IXQIj 1KHKS.
W e  have had abundant opportunities during the year for preach­
ing the Gospel. The native -helpers had so man y  ready listeners at, 
the chapels that they found very little time for street prefiohing. 
The largest audiences of heathen hearers were those at Chiang-chiu 
and Tong-an. W e  ought to have at once larger chapels at both of 
those places. The A m o y  Churches are less frequented by hearers
from among the heathen. Xhe Gospel has become an old story to 
them. Their curiosity has long since been satisfied, and they can 
see no reason w h y  the)' should run the risk of losing caste among 
their countrymen by entering the "’Worship Halls (the name by 
which Christian chapels are here known) of the despised foreigners. 
Still the good seed of the W o r d  is sown, as we  have opportunity, 
both on the Sabbath and on other days of the w e e k ; for w e  know 
that He, in whose hands are the hearts of all men, will make His 
own people willing in the day of His power.
Inquirers are to be found at all our stations. Som e  of them 
seem to be truly taught by the Spirit, while many give no evidence 
of understanding the first principles of Christianity. W e  wish we  
could spend more time in seeking to instruct these people. I) ew of 
them know how to read; most of them are poor, and have to work 
hard during six days of the week, so that the Sabbath is the only 
time they have for studying the Scriptures. W h e n  visiting the 
stations we  sometimes dispense with the afternoon preaching ser­
vice, so as to have a, better opportunity to converse with and 
teach the inquirers.
T H K  W O M K X ’S MKKTINOS.
The women's meetings, spoken of in the Mission Report for 1868, 
have been continued. The classes are larger than they were during 
that year, and the number of w o m e n  who are able to read colloquial 
books is continually increasing. Mrs. Talmage and Mrs. Davis have 
met with so much encouragement in this good work that they have 
started another class in connection with the Second Church.
T H E  THEOLOGICAI, MALI..
A. building has been erected near our new mission house for the 
Theological students. It contains one lecture-room, eleven bed­
rooms, and a kitchen. It is so built that it may be enlarged " ith- 
out difficulty, but, with the present number of students, the accom­
modations are amply sufficient. So m e  of the young m en spend a 
part of the time at their studies, and a part in visits to various out- 
stations. Others devote the whole time to study;. occasionally, 
however, spending a Sabbath at Ivang-than or O-pi. on A m o y  Island, 
where they have an opportunity to exercise their gifts and instruct 
the people.
THE SCHOOLS.
W e  have had Parochial Schools in connection with the two A m o y  
Churches, the Church at Chiob-be, and the station at Ang-tung-thau. 
These schools are principally intended for the children of church- 
members, though a few others are sometimes admitted. The Chioh- 
be school was closed sometime before the end of the year, in conse­
quence of the death of the teacher. H e  was not a professing Chris­
tian. The number of educated m e n  among our church-members 
has hitherto been so small, that it has been found necessary, occa­
sionally, to employ heathen teachers. In such cases the school is 
under the immediate supervision of the Pastor or Elders. The three 
schools now in operation all have Christian teachers. A  fourth, 
also, with a Christian teacher, will be opened soon at Te-soa. The 
Chioh-be school has not yet been re-opened.
M O K E  M K X  NEEDED.
The Mission report no new out-stations. Our strength is not suf­
ficient for the work now on our hands, but gladly will we push on to 
the regions beyond if the Church at home will only encourage us to 
do so. Chha-thau-po, more than twenty miles beyond Chiang-chiu, 
and more than fifty miles from Amoy, is now our most distant sta­
tion. Six adults from that place were baptized by Dr. Talmage in 
M a y  last. W e  believe that there is much more fruit to be gathered 
in that region, as well as in other parts of our extensive field. Now, 
as in former da^ ys, God moves far in advance of his Church. M a y  
H e  make us willing to follow where H e  leads.
T H E  THE O L O G I C A L  HALL.
B y  the unanimous action of the Executive Committee, as unani­
mously approved by the Board, the building erected for the theo­
logical students at Kolongsu, has been named “T h e T h o m a s  D k 
W itt T h e o l o g i c a l H a l l.”
2. T h e A rgot M ission. Indi a.
(Organized in 1854.)
The Mission occupies:
North Arcot .District.— Area. 5,017 square miles: population. 
1.000.716. ’
South. Arcot District.— Area, 4,916 square miles; population, 
1,102,184. '
The following extracts are presented from the Annual Report of 
the Mission:
Fifteen years have elapsed since the first Annual Report ol this 
Mission was published. W e  refer with gratitude to the progress 
which has been made during this period. Fro m  small beginnings 
we have, by the grace of God, steadily advanced to our present pros­
perous condition : a condition which, though by no means c o m m e n ­
surate with our wishes, is still such as to make us rejoice over the 
past, and look with confidence to the future.
The subjoined table shows the advance gained during the period 
alluded to, as well as the progress made within the past year:
1854 1868 1869
3 8 . 8
1 31 • 35
3 8 8
3 3
3 18 24
.11 8
16 18
5 31 29
19
2 14 15
26 534 564
171 214
555 671
408 396
400 298
n o 2,094
47
2,164
13 52
46 53
26 36
4 29 36
1 393 573
Having thus briefly glanced at the whole period of our existence 
as a Mission, we  now invite special attention to the record of the 
past year. It has been to us a year of great mercy. A  gracious ' 
Providence has prohibited the entrance into our mission band of 
sickness, calamity and death. W e ,  our partners and our little ones 
have all been kept well and happy. Our native agents also Have
been mercifully spared, and have prosecuted their labors with scarcely 
an interruption. In all these blessings we  gratefully acknowledge 
the loving kindness and tender mercy of our covenant Ood.
ITINEKANT A N D  STATION PKEACHINO.
This Mission has, from the first, held the principle that preaching 
the Gospel to the masses is the divinely appointed agency for evan­
gelizing the heathen, and has expected its Missionaries to regard 
this as their primary and most important work. Our conviction is 
established that for this district at least, there is no superior or more 
promising instrumentality. Go d  has here put upon it; the seal of 
success. It is the simple proclamation of the Gospel throughout 
the towns and villages of our mission field that has, with the divine 
blessing, brought in more than two thousand adherents to Christian­
ity. and established fifteen Churches within our bounds. It is the 
simple proclamation of the Gospel that has diffused a knowledge of 
Christ and his religion throughout large sections of North and South 
Arcot. To hundreds of thousands of the inhabitants, Christianity 
is no longer-a thing “ new and strange,” but a common and familiar 
topic of talk and discussion. The Missionary is not met as often as 
formerly with a stare of blank amazement or of idle curiosity. In­
telligent questions about the leading doctrines of the Gospel prove 
that his message has been pondered and canvassed by thinking 
minds. Confidence in pagan mysteries and hoary superstitions is 
manifestly shaken. Open opposition has signally decreased, and 
when offered, as it still sometimes is, takes the form more of an 
attack upon Christianity than of a defence of heathenism. In many 
places leading men. though still unprepared to break the shackles of 
caste and immemorial usage, do not hesitate publicly to avow their 
conviction that the Puranas are false and the Bible true. Some 
even venture to affirm that Christ must eventually displace 'Vishnu 
and Siva. With these facts before us, we are encouraged to perse­
vere in the method selected.
'We not unfrequently see or hear the remark that the “ preaching 
method,” though well adapted to the lower classes, does not and 
cannot reach the higher, and fails altogether in reaching the female 
population. P r o m  this we  dissent. W e  do not deny that in large 
cities the'proud and wealthy m a y  keep aloof from the preaching Mis­
sionary, nor that the ladies of the Zenana are beyond the rauge of 
his efforts; but our experience does deny that he fails to reach the
higher classes whether male or female. Throughout this district, the 
Vellula. and the Reddi, the Chetty and the Mudaliar listen as readily 
as the Pariah and the Chuckler. Even the secluded Brahmin is 
sought and preached to in his Agraharam. A s  for the women, they 
seldom fail to compose a part of our audiences. Standing in the 
doorways and on the outskirts of the crowd, they listen as attentive­
ly as the men. In man y  Telugu villages, the weaker sex cluster 
about the preacher, while their less courageous husbands and bro­
thers listen at a greater (jstance.
TOURING.
No. of
a
' tours. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
days Missionaries were o u t .......
......  18
......  306
a ......  3.536
a ......  2.316
a
a
a
Tillages reached. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
in audiences.. . . . . .......... .
books and tracts distributed. . . . . . .
...... * 2.027
......  78.984
.....  2,704
Besides the towns through the out-lying country, evangelistic 
work, as it is called, has been carried o'ut diligently. It consists in 
visiting regularly and preaching in the villages immediately around 
the stations. The statistics of this work for 1869 are:
No. of sermons preached... ...... . .........  6,680
“ hearers............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  156,408
“ books and tracts distributed.. . ..........  5,085
From the above tables it appears that, the Missionaries and native 
agents have preached, during the year, in all 10,171 times to 235, 
392 persons, chiefly heathen, and distributed 8,945 tracts, books and 
portions of Scripture. . -
. s a h o d a r a  s a k g a m . (Band of Brothers.)
This society is in the second year of its existence. Its object is 
to aid destitute Christians by lending them small sums of money, 
without interest, for specified periods. The most of the converts 
are from the poorer classes, and no sooner do they join the Chris­
tians than their heathen neighbors, so far as they are able, cut them 
off from all means of subsistence. Ev e n  the c o m m o n  benefits of 
“ fire and water” are frequently denied them. This association 
makes small loans to these oppressed persons, and so places them
somewhat independent of their persecutors. Mission funds, how­
ever, are never used for this purpose. The society has its income 
from voluntary donations. The amount received and loaned, during 
the year, was Rupees 1325, equal to about $662 in gold.
J PUBLICATIONS.
W e  have issued during the past year: •
1. One thousand copies each of the tracts composing the Bazaar 
Book, translated into English, making in all 13,000 English tracts.
This work was translated by one of our Missionaries at the request 
of J. Murdock, Esq., and has been printed by the Madras Tract So­
ciety, as welE as by ourselves. These tracts are, we think, well 
adapted for circulation amongst natives acquainted with English, 
ma n y  of w h o m  will eagerly read in that language what they will 
not look at in the vernacular.
2. A n  edition of the Heidelberg Catechism, in Tamil, 1,500 
copies. "
The translation of this venerable work was begun long ago, but 
circumstances prevented its completion until the year just closed. 
It is now printed, and will, w e  hope, prove useful not only in our 
Mission, but among native Christians generally. Native Pastors 
and Catechists will derive mu c h  aid from it in the preparation of 
sermons.
The following is a complete list of our publications:
S piritual T e a c h i n g, in Tamil and in Telugu. •
S w e e t  S a v o r s of D ivine T r u t h , in Tamil.
B azaar B o ok, in Tamil and in English, containing 13 separate 
tracts and an appendix.
H e i d elberg C atec h i s m, in Tamil.
T h e L iturgy of t h e R e f o r m e d C h u r c h  in A mer i c a, in 
Tamil.
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Arcot..... 3 42 41 23 30 62 27 26 173 186
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Arnee..... 13 76 90 21 118 120 121 6 128 490 509
Aliandal .... 21 19 1 18 20 24 2 17 99 84
Chittoor.... 3 59 59 13 83 73 40 3 77 214 271 219 7 ii
Coonoor..... 1 74 68 32 86 10 1 38 211 197 242 12 4
Gnanodayam.. 4 74 80 16 67 9 7 , 2 9 235 182
Kattupadi... 13 15 5 20 1C 11 28 58 61 10 4 0
Kundipatoor.. 22 18 7 14 9 5 14 54 53 12 3 5
Modaiyur.... 21 14 24 1 1. 1 7 53 41
Mudnapilly. .. 13 15 13 23 9 7 8 50 67
Palamanair... 1 14 17 7 19 5 15 52 52
Sattambadi... 21 23 5 18 1 1 9 40 48
Sekadu .... 20 25 3 2 22 32 50 12 1 2
Vellambi .... 20 23 3 23 4 4 5 15 54 62
Vellore . .... 2 67 55 68 100 47 31 116 311 301 155 8 9
Total., 28 534 564 214 671 396 298 20 573 2094 2164 785 12 1
<Sa j (i .
A  Rupee is about 50 cents, gold. The Sekadu Church was formed from 
the Vellore Church during the.year.
The Arcot Seminar!/, for boys, is at Vellore, and has 52 
pupils; the Girls’ Seminary is at Chittoor, and has 53 pupils. Ihe 
Prepitrandi Glass is taught at A  rcot. and has 36 scholars.
The following are the names of the out-stations whose statistics 
are included in those of the Churches to which they belong.
A  rcot has Manimuttu, Erantangal, Kumalantangal : A.ruee has 
Servoor, Malliampet, Pudupakam, Palachoor, Tachambady. Sanda- 
vasal, Martambady, Maliyapet, Tindivanum, Nungatoor, Adanur, 
Oratur, Varikkal; Chittoor has Bommai-Sainudrnm, Konaypalli. 
Nanampalli, Kottapalli; Goonor has Kotagiri; Gnanodayam 
has Arunadiij Sirudalapundi, Paraiyantangal, Kilkalnr; Pala.ma- 
naj'r has Arunoda.va ; Vellore has Vennampalli and Ondrantangal.
. S T A T E  O F  T H E ‘C H U R C H E S .
* ARCOT.
Rev. S. D. Scudder, D.D., in. charye of .Dispensary and Hospital / 
Rev. John Scudder, M.D., in. charye of the Church; Mrs. S. D. 
Scudder and Mrs. John Scudder, Assistant Missionaries.
John Silas, Assistant Catechist; John Peter, Assistant Catechist 
and Teacher in Preparandi School; Isaac John, Bible Reader; 
Samuel Seth, Teacher; Paul, Colporteur.
There have been great changes in our congregation during the 
twelve months. A  number of families have left us for other sta­
tions, but their place has been more than filled by additions 
Eleven communicants have been dismissed to other churches, and 
sixteen have been received— six on confession of their faith and 
ten by certificate. Death has removed two of our number— one 
adult and one child. The usual Sabbath services have been held 
in the church, and the weekly prayer meetings at the houses of the 
members. The w o m e n ’s meeting for prayer has been continued 
and conducted as heretofore^, alternately by Mrs. S. D. and Mrs 
John Scudder. Eleven children and twenty-one adults have been 
baptized. N o  case of discipline has occurred. The members have 
been regular in their attendance at church, and orderly in their 
walk. The whole congregation is catechized after each Sabbath 
morning service.
Veruaattar School.— T he rmnibei- of scholars is the same as last 
year, viz. 26. Ihe}' have made commendable progress in their 
studies, and have been regular in their attendance. A  new teacher 
has been in charge, who takes an interest in his work and who con­
ducts the school well. The whole school is examined weekly by 
Mrs. S. D. Scudder. ’
Jiivangelistic Work.— The Missionary has spent more than sixty 
days on preaching tours, in connection with the station helpers. 
The helpers have also made five tours by themselves. Street 
preaching has been systematically continued, so that the gospel has 
been proclaimed m a n y  times in all the villages within four miles of 
the station.
Manimuttu.— J db, Reader ; Christian, Teacher / Roger, Colporteur. 
W e  have been permitted to gather the first fruits from this congre­
gation. In May, three adults were baptized and admitted to °the 
communion of the Church. Others are now seeking the same privi­
lege. A  few from among the heathen have joined us, and there 
are hopes that we  shall soon have more additions. There are but 
few children here old enough to Study, and part of these must work 
that they m a y  eat, so that only a very few have been able to at­
tend the daily school. The teacher devotes her time to teaching 
.such as can come, and instructing the women.
Jih-antwnyal. Jacob Eagi, Catechist; Martha, Teachp-; Kandau, 
Colporteur. There has been a, falling off in this congregation. T w o  
families have returned to their dum b  idols, and become enemies to 
the truth. Owing to their opposition, we have been prevented 
from erecting the needed buildings. The congregation has been in­
structed daily, and the people are beginning to understand and obey 
the truths of the Gospel. A  small school has been gathered.
Kumalantangal.— This is a new congregation. A s  yet no help 
has been sent to them. They have been often visited, and have 
attended Sabbath services at Vennampalli. A s  those now under 
instruction seem firm in their adhesion to the new religion, I hope 
to be able soon to give them some one to teach them.
ARNEE.
Rev. Joseph Mayou, Missionary; Mrs. Mayou, Assistant Mis­
sionary.
Paul Baile3r: F. Thomas, Daniel, Simon, H. P. Joseph, Catechists;
E. Joshua. A. Anthony, Philip, A. Solomon, Nidian. Assistant Cat-
ec/mte; Z. Sawyer, Subban David, John Joseph, Y. C. Thomas,
M. David, Readers; 'Solomon Hayildar, Francis, Simon Martin, 
Charles, Benjamin, P. Jsaac, Aaron, Devasagayam, A,. Peter, A.ya- 
sami, Nicholas, Teachers; Elizabeth, Eliza, Mary, School Mistresses; 
Arnlappan, R. Sonri,’Tedamanikam, Savrimuttu, A, Abraham, 'Col­
porteurs. ' ■ „
Rev. J. M ay o u  reports :
Light and shade have marked the labors ot the past year, the 
heavens were as brass and the earth as iron. Distress, as usual, 
was among our people, and in consequence some of them were 
scattered, especially in Rev. A. Sawyer's field. I did what I could 
to relieve them, and the Sahodara Sangam has helped m e  in doing 
so. Three congregations of catechumens forsook us. because they 
did not receive the aid they expected. Also most cf the same 
class in the village of Sandvasal have done so for the same reason.
T w o  new villages have joined us during the year. One is T  a- 
rikkal, consisting of ten families of Romanists, who have received 
the W o r d  with great eagerness since M a y  last; the other is Malia- 
pet, in which ten families of the heathen in good circumstances 
have placed themselves, under Christian instruction. Another 
village, near Sandavasal, has furnished two families, one of them 
the chief of the village. Another has doubled in number during 
the year, although it has passed through a  very searching and pro­
tracted persecution from both the heathen and Romanists.- T w o  
other villages in South Arcot have applied to be received.
I have baptized during the year in, various villages, fifty adults, 
on confession of their'faith, and sixty-four children. Three adults 
and five children have died. Several families have removed from 
m y  division to Madras and other places, in order to seek a liveli­
hood.
The evangelistic labors of the native agents, as far as I. have re­
ceived them, are as follows: Villages, visited, 945; number of
people preached to, 29,440 ; number of books distributed, 490.
C1IITTQOR.
Rev. J. W .  Scudder, M.D., Missionary; Mrs. Scudder, Assistant 
Missionary, and in charye of Female Seminary. ■
Israel V. Isaac, Isaiah, Isaac Henry. Qaifidusts; John Abra­
ham, Assistant Catechist; Paul Sila. Isaac Lazar, T. Shadrach.,
Elias Isaiah, Bible Readers; Masillamani, A bb o n  Andrew, Eliza­
beth Abraham, Teachers ; Philemon, Chinian, Venkadasam. Muttarij 
Colporteurs. •
Rev. J. W .  Scudder reports:
During the year six persons were received on confession, and 
four on certificate. Eight have been dismissed to unite with other 
churches, and two have died. On e  adult and six infants were 
baptized,, and seven marriages celebrated.
The record of the year exhibits no very striking results. N o  
great calamity has befallen us. N o  strife has marred our peace. 
N o  occasion of discipline has occurred. Our Sabbath services have 
had a fair attendance. Three general prayer meetings and one 
w o m e n ’s prayer meeting, the latter conducted by Mrs. Scudder, 
have been kept up through the year. ' „ , *
Jiivangelistic W o r k .— In and about Chittoor, one Catechist has 
preached 240 times in 72 villages, to 8,071 persons, and distributed 
282 tracts and books. '
In and about Bommai-Samudram, one Catechist has preached 
274 times, in 69 villages, to 9,836 persons, and distributed 259 
tracts and books.
In and about Kottapalli, one Reader has preached 250 times, 
in 76 villages, to 3,432 persons, and distributed 16 tracts and 
books. , <
In and about Konaypalli, one Assistant Catechist has preached 
213 times, in 50 villages, to 4,629 persons, and distributed 105- 
tracts and books.
In and about Nanampalli, one Reader has preached 279 times, , 
in 30 villages, to 6,840 persons,, and distributed 80 tracts and 
books. ;
Knowledge, has been increased, interest has been excited, the 
gospel message has been discussed in m a n y  a locality, thousands, 
though stilLdetermined. not to embrace it yet begin to admit its 
truth, and several villages are beginning to^express a wish to adopt 
Christianity. • ,
The Schools.— The Vernacular school numbers" forty scholars, 
boys and girls. Mrs. Scudder has examined, the children once a • 
week through the year, and gives a favorable report of their at­
tendance and progress in study.
The ,Bible i&a<fcr.— Guanadipam, the, female Bible Reader, e m ­
ployed by the ' " W o m e n ’s Union Missionary Society, of America,” 
has continued her labors through the year. She has made 249 vi­
sits in 27 Christian houses, 786 visits in 47 dwellings of heathen, 
Mahommedans, and Romanists. She is in genera,1 well received, 
and is encouraged by the fact that some, who formerly angrily re­
pelled her efforts, now cordially invite her to sit down and read the 
Scriptures to them.
Bommai-Samiulrqm.— The congregation here is composed of 
seven families, including 23 adults and 10 children. The people 
are gradually improving in knowledge and habits. A  small school 
is kept up, and the children recited tolerably well when I last ex­
amined them.
Konaypalli.— In this village there are 6 families of Christians, 
consisting of 16 adults and as ma n y  children. There being no­
church edifice, the adults have attended worship in Chittoor. A  
building has just been completed, and divine services, hereafter, 
will be conducted in the village. The members of the congrega­
tion have been persecuted by their heathen neighbors, but have- 
stood firm to their convictions. The school has done pretty well, 
and the children are improving.
Nanampalli.— This village is in a very unsatisfactory condition. 
T w o  heads of families have died. Others, with their dependents,, 
have relapsed into heathenism. Only two Christian adults and two 
children remain. I intend to remove the Reader to some other lo­
cality, and the name of this place will not probably appear again 
among the out-stations.
Kottapalli— This village is situated eight miles south of Chit­
toor. In February last, ten families placed themselves under 
Christian instruction, I put a Reader in charge, and subsequently 
established a school. During a late visit, I was much pleased and 
encouraged by the apparent sincerity and earnestness of the people. 
Though profoundly ignorant five months ago, they h o w  recite the 
Decalogue, the Creed and the Lord’s Prayer, as well as the Cate­
chism. The children are fast learning to read, and the people 
generally are rapidly improving. They are exposed to great per­
secution, and have m a n y  trials to bear. They now number 23, 
adults and 10 children.
COONOOR.
Rev. Zechariah John, Naliue Pastor; Samson Samuel, Reader; 
Peter John, Teacher.
The Rev. Zechariah John reports :
Eight persons have during the year been dismissed to other 
churches, 13 have had their names stricken from the list as absent, 
and one has died. Twelve persons have been received by certifi­
cate, two on confession of their faith, and three suspended members 
have been restored. Three adults and seven children have been 
baptized, and one child has died.
Divine service has been regularly held on the Lord’s Day, and 
the usual Wednesday prayer meeting has been kept up in the 
houses of the native Christians. The Gospel has been preached 
in villages, and to the servants of ladies and gentlemen resident in 
Coonoor.
The School.— There are now twenty scholars in the school here. 
A  desire to learn English has drawn the children to other schools. 
A n  effort was made early in the year to teach English in our 
school. It proved a failure, however, and has been abandoned.
O n  Christmas day 30 beggars received each a blanket at the ex­
pense of Rupees 34. Throughout the year rice has been distribut­
ed to a large number of beggars who attend divine services on the 
Sabbath. Rupees 228 have been expended in this way. These 
sums I received from the poor fund in the hands of Major H. 
Sweet.
Kotagiri.— Johnson, Catechist. T w o  service on the Sabbath 
have been kept up at this out-statidn. The members of the con­
gregation have been regular in their attendance. W e  have fre­
quently been pleased with the presence of heathen in our little 
church. Attracted by the sound cf worship, they come in from the 
street and listen to the preaching.
Formerly, an elder from Coonoor used to accompany m e  to this 
place. This year, I have ordained the resident Catechist, John­
son, as Elder. It is a great advantage both to m e  and to the con­
gregation.
There are eighteen children in the day school. I examined them 
as often as I visited the place, and found them doing well in their 
studies. ' '
The congregation have this year procured benches and chairs for 
their little church. This they effected by giving what they could 
themselves, and by soliciting contributions from gentlemen and la­
dies in Kotagiri and Coonoor.
ONAXODAVAM.
Rev. And r e w  Sawyer, Native Pastor. .
Samuel Sawyer, Catechist; Suriappan, Jacob Baber, Michael, 
'Readers; Arokiam K. Zechariah, Teachers; A. Juvari, Colpor­
teur. u
Rev. Andrew Sawyer reports : '
Morning and evening service on the Lord’s day, and daily morn­
ing and evening piayers at which the members of the congregation 
are catechized and instructed, have been maintained.
M y  people are very poor, and have suffered much from the want 
of rain. Yet they cling by faith to Christ, listen gladly to his 
word, and practice private and family devotions. Lydia, a church 
member, died in November. She was a meek and lowly follower 
of Christ, proving by her good works the reality of her faith. H e r  
end was peaceful and happy. 1
I have with a few assistants preached diligently in the villages 
near Gnanodiam. I have also toured within a circuit of 15 miles, 
reaching 4,406 persons in 121 villages, and distributing 256 books. 
M a n y  express a wish to become Christians, but are kept back by 
the great obstacle caste.
Arunadu.— The members of this congregation live in a jungle 
exposed to attacks from robbers. Their lot is in man y  respects a 
hard one. Fro m  lack of water they have lost their crops for two 
years past.» Though greatly tried by these adverse circumstances, 
they stand firm as Christians, conduct themselves well, listen at­
tentively to G o d ’s Word, keep up family worship, admonish evil 
doers, and, as far as they are able, preached to others the salvation 
which they have themselves obtained.
iSkWafliJadi.— Besides the Sabbath services, daily prayers morn­
ing and evening have been conducted throughout the year. A  
weekly prayer meeting for families is also held. The Gospel of our 
Lord is regularly preached in the surrounding villages.- Several 
heathen families attend evening prayer, and they, with others, ex­
press a wish to become Christians, but are kept back through fear
of the Reddi, whose slaves and dependents they are. The m e m ­
bers of the congregation are poor, but strive to walk in the fear of 
the Lord.
Paraiyantangal.— Services here are held as in other villages. 
Regular preaching is kept up in the vicinity, through which agency 
m a n y  heathen have heard the Gospel.
Sirudalapundi.— Services as in other villages. The Catechist 
at this place says: R e v  A. Sawyer and I have preached much in
surrounding places. M a n y  heathen admit the truth of Christianity, 
and are much impressed by the faith and self-denial of those who 
profess Christ. "We preached to large crowds during the annual 
festival held in Malianur.
MUDNAPILLY.
Rev. J. Chamberlain, M.D., Missionary ; Mrs. Chamberlain, A s ­
sistant Missionary.
P. Souri, Catechist; Rayal, Assistant Catechist; Joseph Pakya- 
nathan, Bible Colporteur.
Rev. J. Chamberlain reports :
The year under review has not been one of marked success, but 
of patient steady labor, mostly expended in making known the 
Gospel of grace to the heathen. 9
I have been out, with m y  native helpers, on six preaching tours 
during the year, and they have been out alone on two. These 
tours have all been in .the Mudnapilly and Voilpad Talooks, 
and the adjacent parts of Punganor, and mostly in places where 
w e  had been before. One of the tours, however, was in a re­
gion which w e  had never before visited. W e  have usually noticed 
a greater readiness to listen, and greater eagerness to purchase 
books where we  have preached before, which proves that it is not 
from mere curiosity, or from the novelty of the thing, that the 
heathen listen to us, but from an interest in the subject which 
seems to increase with each repetition of th? message. I have been 
away from home on these tours, and in evangelistic labors at out- 
stations, 93 days during the year, and m y  native helpers have been 
out 311 days. W e  have preached 905 times, to 725 different 
audiences, in 603 different towns and villages, making known the
Gospel message to 15^12 people. This is in addition to the sys­
tematic preaching in the villages around Mudnapilly.
The Christian congregation has increased from 50 to 67 during 
the year. W e  have had 9 accessions from heathenism, and 14 
have joined ns from, other places, having/removed to Mudnapilly 
during the year, hut 6 have moved away. L have baptized three 
infants here, and two adults; one adult has been admitted to the 
communion of the Church on confession of faith, and lour by cer­
tificate, while three have been dismissed to other churches.
Prayer meetings are held in rotation in the houses of the native 
Christians, and a female prayer meeting, conducted by Mrs. Cham-, 
berlain, and which is well attended, is held every Thursday* after­
noon at the Mission House.
Church ad School-house.— The thatched building which has served 
as a school-house and place of worship for the last five and a half 
years was in such ruinous condition that we felt compelled to pull 
it down, and attempt the erection of a new one of brick and tiles.
O n  account of the straits in which our Boards have been held, we 
have been entirely dependent on subscriptions made in this coun­
try to bear the expense of this new building. W e  havenow near­
ly enough to complete the building, which, we  hope, will be ready 
for use early in 1870.
While the new building has been going up, we  have been obliged 
to discontinue our Vernacular school. W h e n  the new house is 
completed, w e  hope, with a new teacher, to reopen a small school.
Medical Work— In former years, I have not allowed myself to 
undertake,/dispensary work during the months better adapted to 
touring. But this .year, from the urging and frequency of the cases 
which followed m e  even to m y  touring camps, I have felt constrain­
ed to open m y  Dispensary again about the middle of February, 
and devote two mornings of the week to it, often riding in from m y  
tent '0 and even 20 miles to attend to it, and back again in the 
afternoon when the dispensary work was done. During the hot 
months of April and May, I devoted three mornings in the week to 
it, and again in June, when I resumed touring, but two. The n u m ­
ber of patients continued increasing to the last, so that I often h?,d • 
80, 90, or even 100 on a single day. I n fact, m y  last day’s patients, 
when I closed the .Dispensary at the end of June, numbered 115.
I have, during the year, preached to the patients at the 'Dispen-
sary, on 96 mornings. The audiences have averaged about 55. 
A  colporteur has usually been in attendance, selling books and 
tracts to those who wished to buy, and reading to and talking with 
any who wished to hear him, in the veranda, while they were wait­
ing for their turn to come.
P A L A W A N  AIR.
Rev.'J. Chamberlain, M. D., Missionary: John Hill, Catechist; 
John Anthony, Teacher.
Rev. J. Chamberlain reports : ,
Fivei of the congregation have moved away, one has died, and 
only four have come in to take their places. T w o  adults have been 
admitted to the communion on confession of their faith, and two by 
certificate, while four have been dismissed to other churches.
It is m y  endeavor to spend one Sabbath of each month atPalama- 
nair, but I have not been able to spend any time touring in that 
field this year.
A  vernacular school has recently been re-opened here, numbering 
ten scholars.
Systematic preaching in the villages about Palamanair, is kept 
up by the Catechist, in which I assist, as I a m  abie, on m y  month­
ly visits.
Ariuiadaya.— John Souri, Catechist; Selvan, School Mistress. 
Since m y  last report, I have had the privilege of receiving three 
of the adults of this village, who were formerly heathen, into the 
communion of the Church, on confession of their faith. Several 
others are now candidates for admission. There have been four 
accessions to the congregation, but two names have been stricken 
from the roll.
I think the village is improving in tone in every respect. I en­
deavor to be there one Sabbath in every month. The Catechist 
preaches regular in the surrounding villages.
VELLORE.
Rev. W .  W .  Scudder, D.D., Missionary; Mrs. Scudder, Assist­
ant Missionary; Rev. E. C. Scudder, M.D., and Mrs. B. C. Scud­
der, in America.
P. Jaganadan, Abraham William, Guanapaiv.nam, Catechists;
Solomon Abraham, Reader and Schoolmaster; Peter, Schoolmaster; 
Maduranayakom, Colporteur.
Rev. W .  W .  Scudder, D.D., reports:
The total of the congregation this year as compared with L868, 
shows an increase of sixteen souls. This aggregate increase is an 
encouraging fact, for it has been secured though thirty-five per­
sons have been striken from our roll as the result of removals and 
deaths. This shows that there was a real addition of fif'ty--one per­
sons to the congregation during the year. •
Seventeen communicants have been dismissed to other churches, 
two have died, and the names of three others, who have left the 
place, have been dropped from our list. Ten have been received 
on certificate. Thirteen children and one adult have been baptiz­
ed. T w o  adults and one child have died. One marriage has taken 
place. W e  have not been called to exercise the discipline of the 
Church in the case of any of our members. *
T w o  services on the Sabbath, and one on Saturday, have been 
held in the church. Wee k l y  prayer-meetings have been sustained 
in the dwellings of the congregation, and a prayer meeting for fe­
males, under the charge of Mrs. Scudder, has been held every Tues­
day afternoon at the Mission House.
The wife of one of the Catechists has been employed throughout 
the year as a Bible Reader.
Vernacular School.— There are two schools connected with this 
station. The one for boys has seventy-four names on its roll, 
and the regular attendance has been sixty-six. This is taught by 
a graduate of our Seminary, and I am  happy to report that the 
scholars have, by their progress in their studies, done credit to them­
selves and to their teacher. The school for girls has twenty-three 
names on its catalogue. It gives m e  pleasure to report a decided 
improvement in this school during the year, and, I trust, that another 
year will show still greater diligence on the part of the teacher, and 
of progress in knowledge on the part of the children. Mrs. Scud­
der has examined both of these schools every week.
.Evangelistic Work.— The Missionary has been out on five preach­
ing tours, and spent seventy-one days in tents for this purpose. 
The native agents have also been out on five tours besides.
Street preaching in Vellore and its vicinity, as well as in the
villages surrounding the out-stations, has been regularly maintained. 
The statistics of this labor are as follows :
Addresses. No. in Audiences. Books distributed.
"V"ellore.. .. ...... 1,249 30,718 1,900
Ondrantangal . . ..  273 8,114 249
Kattupadi.......  389 • 1,045 153
Kundiputtur. . . . . .  353 7,482 260
Sekadu ........  350 9,245 . 242
Vennampalli.... _ 108 13,630 273
Total......  2,7.22 70,2.34 3,077
K u t t a p a d i . Yesadian, Catechist; John Moses, Schoolmaster; 
K a m m b a n ,  Colporteur. During the year two communicants have 
been dismissed on certificate, and four have been received from 
other churches. Three children have been baptized. ,
T w o  Sabbath services, and a weekly prayer-meeting has been 
sustained during the year. •
The day school has an attendance of twenty-eight children.
This congregation has not been in a very satisfactory state. Dif­
ferences and strife have existed, and have been a great hindrance 
to spiritual health and growth.
Kundiputtur.— A. Masillamani, Catechist; Mary Ann, School­
mistress ; Moses, Colj)orteur. T w o  services on the Sabbath and one 
on Saturday have been maintained. A  Friday evening prayer­
meeting has been regularly held at the houses of the members, and 
the wife of the Catechist has held a w o m a n ’s prayer-meeting, from 
house to house. T w o  persons have been received by certificate, 
four have been dismissed by letter, two have died. Three children 
have, been baptized. Five additions have been made to the con­
gregation from heathenism, and four deaths have occurred. This 
Ohurch has met with a great loss in the death of Aaron, one of its 
oldest members. H e  was a tried, and unusual, and active Chris­
tian. ,. '
Sekadu.— Samuel, Catechist; Jebagnanam, Reader and Teacher; 
Munian, Colporteur. This congregation was gathered from heathen, 
ism a little more than two years ago. In November last it was m y  
privilege to baptize twelve adults and eighteen children connected 
with this congregation. The adults were examined with great care. 
It was a joy to m e  to welcome them to the fold of Jesus.
O n  Christmas day Revs. J. W .  .Scudder and John Scudder, ac­
companied m e  to Sekadu, and, on the following day the persons 
above referred to, together witli eight communicants, dismissed for 
the purpose from Vellore, were organized as a. Church of Christ in 
the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. 
The occasion was a most interesting one, and the little chapel was 
filled with a most attentive and rejoicing people. The congregations 
at Kandiputtur, Vennampalli, and Erantangal, were present and min­
gled their songs of praise with ours.
The school is in a satisfactory state. Twenty-two children are 
in regular attendance, and by their progress in knowledge give 
evidence of the diligence and faithfulness of their teacher.
-Israel, Bible Header; Rungian, Coljmteur. This 
congregation has fallen off considerably during the year, through the 
relapse of one family to Romanism, and the influence it has exerted.
A  small school of eleven children has been maintained through­
out the year.
Ondrantangal.— A. Solomon, Teacher. Three families have 
joined this congregation from heathenism. The work here is in an 
encouraging state. The school numbers only eight scholars.
t h k  imm-AKAN-nr s c h o o l  a t  a k c o t .
John Peter, 'Teacher,
Rev. John Scudder reports ;
This institution is in a most flourishing condition. W e  co m ­
menced the year with twenty-six students. Of this number eleven 
have been sent to the Seminary at Vellore, still the present n u m ­
ber is thirty-six. There have been fifty-nine scholars in connection, 
with the school during the past twelve months. Som e  of them 
have remained with ns, but for a short time and were persuaded to 
return to their homes by their parents or friends. It has been m y  
privilege to baptize fourteen of them and admit two to the c o m ­
munion of the Church. Though they have left home, parents and 
friends for Christy they seem contented and happy. They have 
pleased us by their conduct and their evident desire to acquire a 
knowledge of divine truth. Each class is examined once a week 
by Mrs. John Scudder.
G I K L S ’ S E M I N A R Y ,  A T  CJIITTOOR.
Mrs. Scudder in charge; Isaac Henry, Teacher; Mrs. Lackeyi 
Matron
Rev. J. W .  Scudder reports :
This institution is under the care of Mrs. Scudder, who gives it 
much time and attention. The number of boarders is fifty-three. 
Every effort is made to train them physical!}', mentally and morally 
for the stations they are expected to occupy. Cleanliness and dili­
gence are strongly inculcated and rigidly enforced. The girls 
do their own cooking, make up their own clothes, perform all the 
domestic work connected with the institution, and are required to 
keep their persons and the Seminary building scrupulously neat 
and orderly. These duties, with their studies and crochet work, 
to which they devote an hour or two each day, fill their time with 
usefulness. The Matron, Mrs. Lackey, and the Teacher, Isaac 
Henry, have discharged their duties faithfully. ,
Singing has been introduced, and all the classes show a verj' 
pleasing proficiency in singing all together Qhristian Lyrics in both 
Tamil and Telugu. They sing in perfect harmony and rythm, with 
a very distinct pronunciation, and a sweet tone. They also sing a 
number of Tamil hymns to a variety of English tunes, sustaining 
two parts admirably. .
The conduct of the girls has been good throughout the year. 
They have studied well, and given satisfaction and pleasure to 
those who have charge of them. Four girls, having completed the 
course of study, were in the early part of the year married to 
graduates of the Arcot Seminary, and are no w  with their husbands 
on the mission field. • Five of the older scholars made a profession 
of their faith in Christ, and were admitted to the Church in Sep­
tember last. Jessie, a girl about fourteen years old, died in April. 
She suffered much for some months, but her trials were borne with ■ 
meekness and submission. She had full confidence in her Saviour. 
He r  end was perfect peace.
T H E  A R C O T  S E M I N A R Y  A T  V E L L O R E .
Rev. Ettirajooloo, Hea d  Master; Moses Nathaniel, Second and 
Zechariah, Third Master; Sami Sastri, Sandskrit and Telugu Mun- 
shi.
The Rev. S. Ettirajooloo reports : .
1 he Mission has through the benevolence of friends in America, 
secured an open, airy locality, and erected suitable buildings with 
ample accomodation for a much larger number of scholars than w e  
now have. J.he school is sufficiently near the Missionary’s resi­
dence to guard against and prevent injprpper intrusions.
The general state of the Seminary is favorable and full of hope, 
progressively improving in knowledge, habits and cleanliness. The 
conduct of the scholars has been on the whole satisfactory ; their 
attainments steady and marked. They have in no previous session’ 
studied so much Scripture as in this year.
T h e ’ number of scholars last year was forty-seven’. Of these 
four are now engaged in mission work; eight ran away, and two 
were expelled for gross sin. , W e  have had fourteen admissions 
during the year, and five re-admissions, making the number now 
under instructions fifty-two. ■
The health of the lads lias been uniformly good, and this is 
owing in a great measure to the constant visits and care of Mrs. 
Scudder, who is very particular as to cleanliness, The boys bathe 
every morning in a large cistern provided for that purpose. In 
order to encourage industrial habits, improve health and invigorate 
their bodies, the Mission has adopted the plan of having the boys 
cultivate the grounds around the school. They have cheerliilly en­
tered upon this work. The once dry and barren waste is no w  a 
beautiful and fruitful field. ,
The discussion class is still kept up. Sermons written by them­
selves, have been written and freely criticized.
Friday evenings are specially set apart for prayer. The exer­
cise has been very beneficial. The youths have preached during 
the year, on ^ Saturdays, in 290 places, -to 6,132 people, delivered 
294 addresses, and distributed 163 Scripture portions and 
tracts. O n  M on d a y  thej-generally report the incidents of the pre­
vious Saturday’s preaching, the various objections raised by H i n ­
dus and Mohammedans, the answers given and the difficulties they 
experienced. They are then instructed how to defend the truth 
and answer objections. •
W e  have engaged the services'of an able Moonshee, Sami Sas­
tri. H e  is a Brahman of Conjeveram. H e  has been, only four 
months with us. Already the youths have made rapid progress 
under him both in Sanscrit and Telugu.]
W e  would -mention with thankfulness, that w e  have received a 
few valuable books of reference from the Secretary of our Mission 
and from one of its Missionaries, to form the nucleus of its library 
W e  wish to augment it.
The studies include, Grammar, Reading, History, Geography. 
Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Astronomy, the Scriptures, and 
History of Religions.
The whole school is instructed every Sabbath in the Heidelberg 
Catechism.
D I S C E X S A K Y  A N D  'HOSPITAI,.
Rev. S. D. Scudder, M.D., in charge; Mrs. Scudder.
Samuel Veragoo, Dresser; Shunmoogam Moodelly, Conocoppil- 
lay ; A b r a m  Muni, Solomon Aranachalem, Thevaparanum, Medi­
cal Students.
Rev. S. D. Scudder reports :
This institution has been conducted as in former years, but on a 
little larger scale. This we  were induced to do by a promise of a 
grant of medicines from the Government, and happy indeed would 
w e  be were the way open to us to still further increase this im­
portant missionary work. The monied means alone is lacking. 
All others w e  have at our comm a n d  ; ample room in our hospital 
building to accommodate a large number of in-patients, an efficient 
staff of subordinates, the necessary surgical instruments, furniture, 
&c. There is no obstacle save the one above mentioned, viz: the 
lack of money. Poor creatures, diseased, famishing, disabled, are 
clamoring at our doors. M a n y  of them we cannot admit, for we 
always have a larger number than we feel able to support.
The Gospel is daily preached to all comers. Portions of Scrip­
ture, religious tracts and books, are offered to those who can read. 
A  simple and brief story of Christ’s love to fallen m a n  is carried 
away by every patient, on the printed ticket given to him on his 
first application. This ticket he must bring with him, and show at 
each subsequent visit. Thus is the good seed scattered broad­
cast.
In the month of May, Lord Napier, the Governor, and his staff, 
visited this institution, and afterward commended it in these 
terms:
11 B y  placing a government building and a portion of the reve­
nues of a charitable foundation, at the disposal of Dr. Scudder, 
the Government manifested their entire confidence in his character 
and his discretion, as well as in his professional attainments, for 
some considerations of a delicate nature were involved in the sur­
render of a State establishment to a foreign Missionary. That 
confidence has been entirely justified by experience. The number 
of patients as set forth in the Annual Reports, proves that the 
Minister does not impair the Physician, and that the heathen are 
not kept away bv the temperate and conciliatory form in which the 
truths of Christianity are presented to their attention. O n  the 
other hand it is unquestionable that the great experience which Dr. 
Scudder possesses of the country, render him peculiarly fitted for 
the office of a propagandist of European science in an Indian co m ­
munity. I can bear testimony to the solicitude with which the pa­
tients are treated, a,nd to the general efficiency of the material ar­
rangements.”
In consequence of this visit the monthly allowance from the 
Government was increased; permission was given to draw medi- 
eines from the Government Depot; repairs and improvements in 
the buildings and out-buildings were ordered, to increase the light 
in the room devoted to surgical operations, to furnish separate ac­
commodations for high caste patients, to provide a place for the 
police; a well was dug within the compound, and hist-, but not 
least, the Governor, seeing some of the in-patients lying upon the 
floor, gave Rupees 100 to furnish them with cots.
The number of patients treated was 35,140, a daily average of 
96. The number of separate persons, or new patients, treated was 
6,047, of these 5,332 were dispensary or out-patients, and 715 
were hospital or in-patients. Of the hospital patients, 663 were 
discharged cured, 16 died, and 36 remained at the close of the 
year. Of the 5,332 dispensary patients, 5,230 were discharged 
cured, 23 absented themselves. 13 died, and 66 remained under 
treatment. Four thousand one hundred and seventy of the pa­
tients were men, and 1,877 were women.
The entire cost of this department of our work was Rupees 
6,166. 13. 10, exclusive of the salary of the missionary physician. 
Of these Rupees 2,128. 7. 3 have been realized from the Govern­
ment grant; from donations, and sums paid for medical services 
Rupees 792 14. 6 have been received, and the remainder Rupees 
3.265. 8. 1 has come from the churches at home.
The young m e n  of the medical class are still pursuing their 
studies, and have advanced as rapidly as could he expected under 
the circumstances. They have not enjoyed the advantages w e  had 
hoped for them. The skeletons, anatomical and physiological 
plateSj books, &c., sent for so long ago, have not arrived. They 
were purchased and dispatched from America, more than a year 
ago,, and w e  fear they have been lost. -■ '
R E S U L T S .
• ..Four new Christian congregations have been added to the Mis­
sion. One new Church has been organized, making a total of 15 
more connected with our Classis. The number of our communi­
cants is 564, larger by 30 than, in the previous year. The Semina­
ries .and Preparandi schools, contain 141 students, 22 more than in 
1868. 360 persons have joined us from heathanism and R o m a n ­
ism. These figures represent the advance w e  have made.
O n  the other hand, w e  have not altogether escaped reverses. 
T h e ’ reports show, that an aggregate of 290 souls has been lost 
from the Mission, a large proportion of whom, w e  are sorry to say, 
have relapsed into < heathenism. This defection has taken place 
mainly in the Arnee and South Arcot Districts, and is owing chiefly 
to the fact, that several villages, which joined us solely with a view 
to bettering their worldly condition, have been disappointed in their 
expectations of material assistance. Notwithstanding this large 
defection, our list of Christians still contains the names of 2,164 
persons,-showing an actual increase over the previous year of 70 
souls. . •
. 3. T H E  J A P A N  M I S S I O N .
Missionary at Yokohama, Rev. S. JET. Ballagh ■ Assistant Mis­
sionary, Mrs. Ballagh. "
A.t Yedo, Rev. G. F. Verbeck; Assistant Missionary, Mrs. Ve r —  
beck. ‘ ■
At Nagasaki, Rev. Henry Stout; Assistant Missionaryf Mrs.- 
Stout: ’ ‘ ,
At  Niigata, Rev. S. R. Brown, D.D.; Assistant Missionaries, Mrs.. 
Brown, and Miss Mary E. Kidder.
Rev. Mr. Ballagh has been detained in this country during the 
year, and_thelstation at Y o k o h a m a  has been unoccupied.
The Rev. Mr. Yerbeck has been engaged in acting virtually as 
the Presiding officer of the Imperial University at Yedo, and in . 
translating various works from English into Japanese.
Rev. Mi-. Stout has continued his charge of the Government 
school at Nagasaki, and occupied himself in the study of the lan­
guage.
Rev. Dr. Brown, by the request of the Government, assumed 
the charge of the Government school at Niigata, in October last, 
immediately upon his arrival at that city, Miss Kidder, who ac­
companied him, engaged in the study of the language, and early in 
1870, began to give instruction to Japanese girls.
All of the brethren in Japan have diligently improved ttie oppor- « . 
tunities daily presented to convey a knowledge of revealed truth to 
the persons with w h o m  they become acquainted Ihe positions 
occupied by them bring them into contact with m a n y  m e n  of intelli­
gence and influence, and m e n  who hold high offices.
The Board regrets that it cannot report any advance during the 
• year in the translation of the Scriptures into Japanese.
The people of Japan are being gradually prepared for the recep­
tion of the truth. The progress that has been made, its character 
and extent, is presented briefly and clearly in the following extract 
from a letter written by Rev. G. F. Yerbeck, at Yedo, on April 
21st, 1870 :
“ I shall endeavor to give you a brief sketch of some features of 
the progress made by this wonderful people in the space of about 
the last ten years. The Japanese, ten years ago, were in nearly all 
1 respects in the same primitive condition so quaintly described on the 
musty pages of old Kaempfer, purely native, in ideas as well as in 
appearance. The few articles, and little information, brought by the 
annual Dutch ship of the hundred years preceding the re-opening ol 
the country, found their w a y  almost exclusively into the palaces of 
the Emperors and Princes, the people at large realizing little more 
than the highly prized (and priced) Dutch vermifuge. In the midst 
of this state of things came Commodore Perry, with his bundle of 
huge keys, to unlock and open these secluded, and ocean-bound 
shores, and well did he perform his work. Then followed the fleets 
of the other great maritime powers, and after that, the merchantmen 
of the chief trading nations, bringing merchandize from all the mar­
kets of the world. Y et the country cannot be said to have been 
fairly opened for trade and foreign residence until about ten years
ago, in the very year that your Missionaries were first sent hither. 
Even then, at first, w e  were far from enjoying free intercourse with 
the people, for it was yet the time of official interference, espionage 
and suspicion, which, indeed, being the old custom and inveterate 
habit of the nation, could hardly be expected to be shaken off at 
once. But now the people had a chance, if not a fair one, to see 
and learn to know the foreigner and his merchandize, and forthwith 
they took kindly to them both. The sight produced the desire of 
possession, and so things went on until now the open ports, and 
their vicinity, teem with shops retailing foreign merchandize, and 
foreign cloths, blankets (worn as shawls), flannels, calico, hats, 
boots and shoes, watches, umbrellas, and .fancy articles are worn and 
used, in some form or other, by all classes, from the Daimio to the 
poor 1 bettoo’ or groom.
Besides the stores kept by foreigners, there are at Yokohama and 
Yed o  alone many hundreds of native shops selling foreign goods. ,A 
large portion of the middle classes and upper classes— at least the 
male portion— dress entirely in our style. Even old men, too old to 
sport this n ew costume, look with delight upon their little grandsons 
dressed in hats, boots, and what belongs between, and take pride in 
showing off in the streets their ‘young Japan ’ thus appareled.
The A r m y  and N a v y  are remodeled on European and American 
systems, in organization, arms and uniform, down to the com m o n  
trumpet, drum and fife. W e  have several lines of stages, hackney- 
coaches, and two steamers running between Yedo and Yokohama, 
natives and foreigners competing with each other on both elements. 
O n  the same route there is a telegraph in operation, and a contract 
is said to have been made for the construction of a rail-road from 
here to Osaca. There are two extensive foundries with foreign m a ­
chinery in the country, and several docks. A s  to matters of diet, 
beef, the abomination of Buddhism, begins largely to be consumed, 
and bread is much liked. Y o u  would be a great deal surprised, if, 
in the very heart of the capital, you passed by some tailor’s estab­
lishments, with open fronts, and heard some of our ‘ noiseless ’ sew­
ing machines rattle away with a will. But so far all is material.
The desire for possession is by no means limited to the mere m a ­
terial part of our civilization. It is true there are many, a great 
many, who fancy that a pair of high-heeled boots and a suit of 
clot! es go a good way to raise them in the scale of being; but there 
are also a good man y  who, without a change of costume, look
deeper and desire something more potent than appearances. There 
is a wide-spread demand, an actual thirst in m a n y  for western 
learning and science. There is our College, with its hundreds of 
English, French, and German scholars. Besides this there are sev­
eral private'schools carried on by natives, for the study of chiefly 
English, and there are numbers of students .who study independ­
ently of any schools whatever, by books and their own efforts only. 
Then there are hundreds more at the other open ports! There are 
three large hospitals and medical colleges, in .which'eight foreign 
physicians are engaged. Western medical science has nearly su­
perseded the old Chinese system of quackery and immense doses 
of drugs. Newspapers are published in several places, with their 
columns of “ Foreign” and “ Telegrams,” clipped and translated 
from our standard home papers. Book stores, selling English and 
French books, are seen in m a n y  places, and the quantity of books 
imported is prodigious. All these and m a n y  more things are but 
the earnest expression of this thirst for western knowledge. A n d  
m a n y  brave young m e n  have left their pleasant homes to- satisfy 
abroad in our own and English schools and colleges that thirst more 
thoroughly than it is, possible for them- to do at home, and nobly 
to serve their country bn their return, with the acquirements thus 
courageously’won. ■ ' . • ' ' • , -. ■
O n  the first opening of the country, of course mere language was 
the chief object of study. ■ Gradually -the Object has become the 
means for further .researches, so that now law, political economy, 
and even intellectual and moral science are embraced.in the studies 
pursued. Nor have the efforts so far made been without fruit. 
Several good books have already been translated.and published-by 
native scholars, and m a n y  more are to follow, so that even those 
whose age and circumstances .preclude their learning foreign lan­
guages are thus enabled to get an idea of our useful literature. • A t  
present there is being translated and published by our college, from 
the French, the Code Napoleon; .from the English, Perry’s Politi­
cal E c o n o m y ; and from the German, Humboldt’s Cosmos. Of the 
former two some parts have been already published.- It is a real 
pleasure to hear a m a n  say, “ I have just read the first volume.of 
Buckle’s History of Civilization, and a m  going on to the second 
or to have a m a n  come and request you to help him to solve some 
hard passage in “ Wayl a n d ’s Moral Science.”
A n d  of all this there was next to nothing only ten years ago. Is 
not this progress ? Even those inveterate philosophers of the old 
school who, in the midst of an age of chemical analysis, have stuck 
like leeches to four elements, till there is not a drop of life-blood 
left in their philosophy, and who reduce all things material or imm a ­
terial, quite irrespective of their true nature, into just as ma n y  ele­
ments as will agree with the number of the lingers of a hand, or of 
two, even these bigots begin to feel the general impulse, and come 
forth to the light of day to get some true life, some real knowledge. 
Som e  celebrated ones of this class came to m e  the other day, say­
ing, that Japan was created in perfect harmony with the heavenly 
bodies, far as there were 16 planets, so Japan had originally been 
created in 16 distinct parts. W h e n  I told them that there never 
were exactly 16 planets, and gave them a correct list, their faces 
grew long, and, I actually believe, they themselves doubted the har­
mon y  the3r had gloried in so much, as no doubt m a m '  had done be­
fore them, but fewer will do hereafter. Of course, such things are 
transacted in a spirit of kindness and gentleness, but in considering 
that me n  capable of better things should spend their precious po w ­
ers and time in trying to harmonize 16 distinct parts of their coun­
try, (which never had 16 distinct parts) with the 16 planets of our 
solar system (which never had just 16 planets), one cannot but be 
provoked at the waste and stupidity. A n d  yet much of the old 
philosophy of the country is of a similar nature. But let them come 
out of their darkness to the light, let the spell be broken, and forth­
with they are fine, clever men.
But there has been progress on a. large scale in departments yet 
unmentioned. The time would fail m e  were I to enlarge on govern­
ment reforms, the suppression of rebellion, the pacification of inter­
nal disunion, the development of an extensive commerce properly 
so called, etc. There have been some disadvantages to balance the 
advantages, yet the general movement, during the past ten years, 
has been one of unmistakable, remarkable progress, in spite, of all 
drawbacks. A n d  those who ask for more, ought to remember that 
whatever of progress there has thus far been made, has been made 
as it were, during the ploughing time, after that comes the seed-time, 
and finally the full harvest-time. God hasten the time!
III. C O N C L U S I O N .
W e  are called by the Providence and grace of Go d  to cultivate 
a large field. For man y  reasons the Reformed Church in America 
should attend to this work intelligently, earnestly, zealously, and in 
faith in God. W e  conduct this effort before all Christendom. Our 
standing amongst the Churches depends in a great measure upon the 
w ay in whicli w e  carry on this endeavor. W e  have won a good 
name by our zeal in Foreign Missions during the past ten or twelve 
yeare. A  reputation so honorable ought to be sustained, and not be 
allowed to suffer injury. Besides w e  are commanded by our Lord 
,to do this work. W e  are to do our part in teaching all nations. If 
w e  neglect this plain duty the Lord will frown upon us. The Divine 
favor which has hitherto, and so uninterruptedly, attended this de­
partment of our activity, calls upon us imperatively to increase 
rather than to diminish our exertions, to win the me n  of Japan, 
China, and India to faith in our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. 
The injurious effects of indifference or half-heartedness in such a 
work, upon our spiritual condition, we  cannot afford to incur. W e  
must go on.
The work is now in a critical condition. The steady increase of 
indebtedness for three years, the volume of debt at present, $35,­
000, is calculated to awaken fears for the future. Unless the in­
come of this treasury be increased, this work must be reduced. 
Re-enforcements must be wphheld, missionaries at home must be 
there detained, native helpers must be dismissed, schools must be 
closed, and out-stations must be abandoned, while every aggressive 
movement must cease.
W e  still maintain our faith in the Holy Catholic Church, re­
deemed by the blood of Christ, and animated by His Spirit. W e  
still look confidently to the Pastors and Consistories for the sys­
tematic, and earnest, and general efforts which the present exi­
gency demands so urgently.
The term of service of the following members expires with the 
present session of the General Synod :
Rev. Thomas D e  Witt, D.D., Rev. II. D. Ganse,
“ E. P. Terhune, D.D., Mr. Theo. L. Mason, M.D.,
Rev. A. R. Thompson, D.D., Mr. D. J. Steward,
' ■■ Q, L. Wells, “ Warren Ackerman.
Adopted N ew Y ork, M a y  25th. 1870. .
■ J. M. P E R R I S ,  
Corresponding Secretary.
The following contributions were received too late for insertion 
in the Treasurer’s Report, but not through the fault of the donors or 
these whose duty it was to transmit them :
Sabbath school of Church of Acquacknonk, N. J... .$200
Church .Rosendale, N. Y ... '...............  17 17
“ Shawangunk, N. Y . . . . . . . . ...... ....  ^7 33
“ Holland, W i s . .................... .  •
“ Lebanon, N. J .....................
r
TABULAR VIEW OF RECEIPTS
F R O M
amt g M k u t u a t e .
CLASSES A N D  CHURCHES. F R O M
C H U R C H E S
Classis of Albany
First Albany..New Salem ..Knox ......Berne.......Jerusalem ...Second Albany.. Second Bethlehem New Baltimore. .Bethlehem....Fourth .Albany...Coeymans....Clarksville...."Westerlo.....
S'iAl 88 
16 92 
81 67 
8 25 
11
569 15 
40
12i 46 
94 40 
14 
80 
10
23 50
Classis cf Bergen
German, Hoboken... Second Hackensack.. First Hackensack.... English Neighborhood Third Jersey City....New Durham ...Palisades.......
13
300
20
227
122
9
20
15
30
31 
10
South Classis of Bergen
Lafayette...........Bergen............Clinton Avenue, Newark...Second Newark.......Belleville...........First Fan Vorst, Jersey CityNorth Newark .......First Jersey City......First Newark........
142
367
120
145
66
115
1197
1098
175
76
65
88
59
62
53
63
74
88
F R O M
S. SCHOOLS
15 50
48 97 
21
65
50 82
10 67 
75
F R O M
INDIVIDUALS
$220
5
30
100
8
25
30
47 69
55
TOTAL
$467 88 
16 92 
36 67 
8 25 
26 50 
509 15 
40
200 43 
115 40 
14 
30 
10
123 50
18 20 
8
325 
50 15 
227 30 
170 
9 10
262 76 
418 4T 
120 88 
145 59' 
77 29 
190 53 
1197 63 
1098 74 
175 88
i
CLASSES A N D  CHURCHES.
P R O M
C H U R C H E S  £
P R O M  
. SCHOOLS.
P R O M
c n d i v i d u ’l s
TOTAL.
South Classis of Bergen
CONTINUED.
$6 30 
12
$6 30
12
16 10
125 125
30 30
Classis of CaTUga
30 25 5 60
7 7
7 50 5 12 50
41 43 41 43
177 99 177 99
27 30 27 30
501 04 20 • 521 04
5 06 5 UU
Classis of Geneva
182 58 2 184 58
n  6i 11 61
141 50 141 50
60 . 60
46 46
25 93 5 30 93
90 53 116 50 213 03
9 75 9 75
19 90 19 90
36 85 - . . 36 85
15 15
5 5
19 19
8 8
Classis of Grand River r
51 30 5 56 36
110 44 64 30 218 30
70 58 70 58
10 10
3 3
Classis of Greene
. 54 6 60
46 84 16 16 63
CLASSES A N D  C H U R C H E S F R O M
C H U R C H E S
F R O M
S. SCHOOLS
F R O M
INDIVIDUAL.g TOTAL
Classis of Greene
CONTINUED.Second Coxsackio...... $98 13First Athena. .... 2GKiskatom....... 37 33 8 56Catskill.....  . S3 12
Classis of Holland
Zeeland......... 20Vriesland.......... 101 71 20 ,Overvssel.... 34 25 169 59Third Holland........ 38 48First Holland......... 18 33 38 48Drenthe.... ........ 17 OfiGraafsehap......... 20 75Amelia Court House, Ya... 1 51 7 95 25 •9 46
Classis of Hudson
Claverack .......... 560 59 4Greenbush......... 7First Hudson........ 505 05Mellenville.......... 119 30 49Linlithgow......... 37 09Taghkanic.......... 32Germantown......... 42Upper Red Hook...... 23 13
Clas is of Illinois
Norris.......... 3Bushnell......... 5 10First Pella.......... 63 80Fairview........... 02 94Raritan............ 30Second Chicago....... 36 56Third Pella......... 16 15Bethel Church, Pella.... 30 3 15 33 IKLeyden Centre........ 12
Classis of Kingston
New Paltz......... 221 67 74 65 1 50 297 82Second Kingston...... 294 20 200 13 507 20Rochester.......... 133 62 19 77Hurlev:... ..... 9 4  30 K 4  25North Marbletown..... 43 12 20 63 12
CLASSES A N D  CHURCHES.
F R O M
C H U R C H E S  S
F R O M
i. SCHOOLS l
F R O M
NDIVTDUALS
TOTAL.
Classis of Kingston
CONTINUED.
$61 57 
22 75
$61 57
22 75
40 50 90 ■
2 52 2 52
22 37 1 23 37
;n 19 50
N. Cassis of L o ng  Island
•
 ^ ^ 64 26 8 42 72 68
31 61 4 26 35 87
29 40 29 40
31 31
146 23 146 23
65 80 47 12 112 92
192 50 242
10 15 25
5 5
8 12 20 40
17 14 50 31 50
40 40
5 5
45 45
S. Classis of L o n g  Island
948 95 100 1048 95
69 38 50 119 38
115 84 115 84
42 71 42 71
1551 41 
112 95
1581 41
86 50 199 45
259 73 148 41 408 14
3 3
257 7 , 260 524
91 30 88 10 179 40
50 50
46 19 46 19
625 25 100 725 25
Classis of Michigan
15 15
74 50 74 50
. 4u 03 26 66 03
10 10
17 02 20 37 02
CLASSIS AND CHURCHES FROM
CHURCHES
FROM 
S. SCHOOLS
FROM
INDIVIDUAL&  TOTAL
Classis of Michigan
CONTINUED.Battle Creek....... $10 35 
14 25
1/
$4 65Centre ville....... 16 §  lt>Pittsford........
Classis of M o n m o u t h
•-
First Freehold....... 102 37 102 37 
239 22 
. 66 26 
13 68 
25 20 
62 10
Holmdel........... 228 72 10 f>0Key port......... 35Spots wood......... 13 G8Colt’s Keck......... 8 17 
52 10
12 03 ■Second Freehold.....Long Branch....... 15 5
Classis of Montgomery
Fonda... ...... 35Currytown.................... 64 61 5 60 oDSpraker’s Basin.............. 11 61Port Jackson................ 14 50Fort Plain..............St. Johnsville.............. 35Hagaman’s Mills....... 35Glen ............. . 93 05Mapletown ............ 10 21Herkimer.............. 26 KfiFlorida................ 51 UU-Manheim................. 15Indian Castle..'........ 4
Cl. of N e w  Brunswick
Six Mile Run............... 55 67 260 17 
812 59­
209 '38­
364 37
Second Hew Brunswick.... 637 59 175Hillsboro................. 177 34 32 04.First New Brunswick....... 257 87 75Metuchen....... 29 04Boundbrook...... 56 08 61 08Middlebush....... 85East Millstone..... 72 24Griggstown....... 7l> 50 70 50
Classis of N e w  York
South Church........ 1308 65 1200
3974
2508 65 
6116 91Collegiate.......... 1885 76 257 is
CLASSES AND CHURCHES. F R O MCHURCHES
F R O M
S. SCHOOLS
F R O M
INDIVIDUALS TOTAL
Classis of N e w  Yo rk
CONTINUED.
$1.81 $181
12 26 12 26South New Haven. .... 4.a rift 5 48 98
177 07 88 70 100 365 77
17 10 21 10
22 35 22 35
369 97 50 419 97
436 51 235 03 10 681 54
118 89 118 39
50 50
51 09 51 09
186 44 186 44
South Classis of N. Yo rk
262 70 75 337 70
50 50
30 30
17 75 17 75
Classis of Orange
88 60 83 60
312 28 133 59 445 87
124 30 158 40 282 70
3 92 4 25 8 17
34 70 5 56 40 26
50 50 50 50
25 25
20 20
4 1 5
13 28 15 11 28 39
7 7
40 40
6 25 6 25
7 7
9 9Brick Church, Montgomery.. 531 85 
3 89 ’ 15 51
531 85 
19 04
129 129
Classis of Faramus
41 09 41 09
32 63 322 86 355 49
173 65 238
80 90 38 38 20 139 28Aquacknonk........ 251 86 200 451 86
CLASSES A N D  C H U R C H E S F R O M
C H U R C H E S
F R O M
S. SCHOOLS
F R O M
INDIVIDUALS
Classis of Paromus
CONTINUED.Spring Talley.....Ramapo....... .Tappan ........Paramus.......North Passaic.....Warwick.......c First Holland, PatersonPiennont.......Saddle River.....
$53 40 
20
38 40 
55 36 
28 06 
71 65 
5 
45 
16
1 11 .....
39 25
8 50 
5
5
TOTAL
$53 40 
21 11 
102 40 
55 36 
36 56 
76 65 
5 
50 
16
Classis of Passaic
Wyckotf.........First Paterson......Pompton Plains.....Ponds..........Little Falls.......Boardville........Montville.........Sixth Paterson.....Fairfield.........Stone House Plains..Preakness........
19
98 86 
117 50 
13
19 88 
15 
62
8 20 
50 
19 
25
2 10 
6
19
100 96 
123 50 ! 
13
19 88
15
62
8 20 
50 
19 
25
Classis of Philadelphia
Addisville...........North and South Hampton..Blawenburgh........Rocky Hill.........Harlington.........Stanton............Ne Shanic.........Third Philadelphia.....First Philadelphia......Second Philadelphia....Manayunk.........Clover HiU . ........
93 04 
128 43 
210 
47 81 
80
53 25 
50 
125 
50
75 50 
15
30 42
Classis of Poughkeepsie
New HackensackRhinebeck...Glenham....Mill Brook...Hyde Park...Fishkill.....
85 20 
210 34 
55 03 
220 15 
29 79 
208 77
25 55
100
-----  11919
.....  128 43
1 54 211 54
.....  47 81
12 92
.....  53 25
...... 50
.....  225
.....  50
....  75 50
.....  15
.....  30 42
42
11 68
10 ”
85 20 
252 34 
66 71 
220 15 
29 79 
218 77
CLASSES AND C1IDRCHES
Classis of Poughkeepsie
CONTINUED.
First Poughkeepsie.... .
Fishkill-upon-Hudson....
Second Poughkeepsie.....
Cold Spring.............
Hopewell..............
Classis of Raritan
Rockaway............
High Bridge.........
Third Raritan....... ..
First Somerville..... ..
Second Somerville.....
Bedminster.......... .
Branchville...........
Peapack .............
Lebanon .............
Easton............. ..
Pottersvillo...........
North Branch.........
Classis of Rensselaer
Stuyvesaht .........Second Ghent.......Kinderhook.........Schodack Landing....Castleton..........New Concord.......Blooming Grove......Chatham Four Comers ....East Greenbush......Stuyvesant Falls . ..'..First Ghent........Nassau......... .’.
Classis of Saratoga
Buskirks . ..........Union Village ......Saratoga..........South West Troy......First West Troy... . ...WynantskiU.........Schaghticbke.......Cohoes............Boght... ..........Northumberland.......
1 FROM
1 S. SCHOOLS
r
FROM
INDIVIDUALS TOTAL 0
$307 10
101 52
103 224 05
5 50 5 50
.... 83 20
4 69’ 149 69
5 55
150
10 309 50
50 188 72
246
' 32 75 132 75
25 75
60
33 60 302 88
10 40 92 90
214
215
10 16 53 .
138 72 633 52
27 48
157
31 66
16 92
50 50
95 91 55
9
15 45
90
'
55
34 40
■ 25 50 3 . 50
.... ... ......... ■ 42
........ , 124 98
12
35__, . . . 85 07
29
99
FROM
CHURCHES
§307 10
101 5*2
121 05
83 20 ,
145
50
150
290 50
138 72
240
100
50
00
209 28
82 50
214
' 215
' 27
494 80
27 48
157
31 00
10 92
90 00
9
30
90
55
34 46
21 50
42
124 98
12
35
85 07
29
90
CLASSES A N D  C H U R C H E S F R O M
C H U R C H E S
F R O M
S. SCHOOLS
F R O M
INDIVIDUALS
Classis of Schenectady
GlenviUe . ...First Rotterdam..Niskayiina...Lisha’s Kill...Amity......First Schenectady Helderberg...
$111 30 12 28 49 90 43 05 15172 50 . 7 63
16 05 8 25 35 30
Classis of Schoharie
Schoharie.........Middleburgh.......Breakabin.........Beaverdam........Berne...........Gilboa...........Lawyersville.......Sharon...........North Blenheim.... .Gallupville........
34 63 103 38 11 26570 506 81 15
207 02 15
30
Classis of Ulster
First Kingston.......Saugerties.........Plattekill.. ..... . ..Flatbiish...........Church of the Comforter.. .Woodstock.........Blue Mountain.......West Hurley.........North Esopus.......Caatsban...........Esopus ...........
Ii
461230
11164313740676375
22
847990
42 89 100
35 28 65 1164 209822 287
Classis of Westchester
Greenville ......First Tarrytown...Second Tarrytown....Peekskill.......Mt. Vernon......Hastings-upon-HudsonYonkers.......Bronxville..... ..Union ville.......Greenburgb.....
16 64 54 67 311 53 34 73 267 16 14549 285030 40 10 77
300
4 03
TOTAL
$111 30 12 28 65 95 51 90 50202 50 7 63
34 63 103 38 11 265100 506 81 15
207 02 15
504 73 330 79 111 90 104 51 64 40 08 40 22 67 87 63 75 
22
16 64 354 67 3ll 53 38 76 267 16 145 111 28 5030 40 10 77
CLASSES A N D  C H U R C H E S F R O MC H U R C H E S
F R O M
S. SCHOOLS
Classis of Wisconsin
Gibbsville.......... $38 20 11 28Alto............. 50 10 5North Creek......... 356 77High Prairie......... 39 80 2 GO22 5530 5834Greenleaf, Yorktown, (Minn.) 9 10
F R O M
INDIVIDUALS TOTAL
S49 48
2 75 57 85
3
56 77
2 60
39 80
22 55
10 40 58
34
9 10
I N D I V I D U A L S  N O T  T H R O U G H  C H U R C H E S .
.Mrs. A.. ... .......... §5Thank-Offering. Chicago....  1 10The Lord’s share of profits . .. .20!iGen. G. Loomis, U. S. A... 37 50The Giver.........   5Two Children.. .......  2 75Gratitude...........  25S. Huyler ...........  10S. R. W., Pultneyville, N. Y.. . 2Lambda ............ 425E. Terey............ 5M. L. S............. '. 5Rev. D. A. .Tones, Claverack^ .Y 10G. Van Vliet, Carthage LandingN. Y ............  10E. C. S .............. 10J. R. L .............. 5Donation............ 5Thank-Offering, Chicago, 111... 250H. C., Albany, H. Y. ..  10Rev. H. Schellendreussler.  15Rev. and Mrs. A. A. Z.... 4A Friend ............  10 47A. H ...............  10D. D. Williamson........ 100For Foreign Missions....  1Austin Strong........ 100S. E................ 10C. S................ 2Miss V. D., Ulster Co., NT. Y.. 30Kate, Brooklyn, L. I .....  5A. A. Z................ 3 69
A. H., Albany, N. Y.... . 10Rev. W. A. H..........  2W.Hyer Jacobs........   10Ruby Burnett, Saugerties, N. Y 50 Mrs. Lydia Schoonmaker ...... 5 00M. Ortly.............  10F. J. Webb, Goshen, U. Y __ 2Token of Confidence, Chicago.. 2 50J. H. Coffin, Easton, Pa ...  23A Friend of the Reformed Prot.Ddtch Church, If. Y. City, 25 For Chapel at Chiang-chiu..... 5Amicus.............. 20Mrs. L. V. DeForest......  50A Friend ............  5Rev. W. H. Phraner......  5W. A. S.. Hope College..... 5I. I. 0 ..'.............  17 47Rev. D. A. Jones........  10Austin Strong, Woodb’ne, NT. Y 500 A Minister’s Widow, KingstonN. Y......      10Friend to the Cause......  5Thank-Offering, Amelia, Va. ... 5A Friend of Missions, NewBrunswick, N. J... . 25A Friend, Pleasantville, Pa... 5A Cheerful Giver........  10A Friend.............  5A Friend.............  20
S727 47
M I S C E L L A N E O U S .
Sabbath School, Alligerville, N\ Y...................  $10
Young Ladies’ Benevolent Society, Pella, Iowa...........  20
Sale Pamphlets and Papers................ ......  3 15
Presbyterian Church, Englewood, N. J................  100
Church Rock Run, Pa........... ..............  2 75
Union Meeting, Passaic, N.'S............ :........  26 23
First Theological Class, Hope College.................  2 30
Boys of Primary Department, Union School. Holland, Mich.....  8 08
Grand Avenue Chapel, Brooklyn, L. I ................  12 35
Young Ladies Missionary Circle, Hew Centre, H. J.........  170
Sabbath School, Newtown, Ulster Co., N. Y.....   2 33
Hillside Sabbath School, N. J...................... 5 60
Premium on Specie.. .................. . ........ 15 07
Cedar Grove Sabbath School, Milltown, N. .1.............  14 86
American Tract Society.. ■.....................  200
Interest on Security Funds.......................  2,214 27
Advertisements— in part......................... 71 65
For Gospel Field.....  . . .............. ....  1
Home Sabbath School, Holland, Mich........... .....  5 60
S2.885 24
LEGA C I E S .
J. D. De Graff........................ ......  $470
Mrs. M. V. W . Bevier................... ......  20
Mary Aim Jones. ............................  5,000
$5,490
RECEIPTS FROM CLASSES.
C l a s s e s  o p  S y n o d C H U R C H F R O M F R O M
OF CON- SA B B A T H INDIVIDU- TOTAL.
N e w  Y o r k . TRIBUTIONS. SCHOOLS. ALS.
Hudson.............. $1,327 29 $171 22 $13 $1,511 51North Long Island....... 619 30 141 30 101 861 60South Long Island . ...... 4,173 71 380 01 400 5,013 72New York............ 4,848 31 648 14 4,373 9,S69 45South New York........ 330 45 30 75 435 45Poughkeepsie........... 1,421 15 59 18 113 1,593 33Westchester............ 970 18 362 4 03 1,336 21
$13,690 39 $1,791 85 $5,139-03 $20,621 27
A l b a n y . *
Albany.....  ..... $1,218 23 $85 47 $355 $1,658 70Cayuga .............. 797 32 25 30 852 32Geneva.............. 677 65 116 50 7 801 15Greene.............. 344 42 24 72 6 375 14Kingston....... ..... 967 18 378 67 65 50 1,411 35Montgomery.......... 368 98 32 15 2 403 13Orange............. 1,398 57 323 91 16 15 1,738 63Rensselaer........... 1,189 46 163 72 66 95 1,420 13Saratoga............. 529 01 25 50 3 557 51
412 26 89 30 ........ 501 56
288 60 30 318 60Olster............... 1,216 59 71 54 133 10 1,421 23
$9,408 27 $1,336 48 $714 70 $11,459 45
Chicago. '
Holland............. $253 01 7 95 $106 53 $367 49
259 65 50 90 310 55Michigan.... ....... 181 15 62 9 65 252 80Wisconsin............ 284 10 18 88 12 75 315 73Grand River'........... 244 94 44 69 30 358 24
$1,222 85 $183 73 $198 23 $1,604 81
N e w  B r u n s w i c k .
$692 06 $110 69 $802 75South Bergen.......... 3,620 5; $201 49 ' 55 3,877 07Monmouth... ......... 455 04 53 79 20 528 83New Brunswick......... 1,441 33 111 54 421 50 1,974 37Paramus............. 912 75 666 35 63 50 1,642 60
575 63 34 56 610 19Philadelphia..... ...... 959 05 125 55 13 54 1,098 14Raritan.............. 1,805 156 44 15 1,976 44
$10,461 44 $3,949 72 $699 23 $12,510 39
Total ........... $34,782 95 $4,661 78 $6,751 19 $46,195 92
T R E A S U R E R ’S A N N U A L  R E P O R T .  •
The Board of Foreign Missions of the Reformed Church in America 
in account with the Treasurer.
A M O V  MISSION.
April 80, 1870. Dr.
To cash paid drafts, &c............ ....  $10,713 15
“ “ on account of the Mission...... 3,63b 13
-------- 14,348 28'
A R C O T  MISSION.
To cash paid drafts, &c.................  $29,975 32 ‘
“ on account of the Mission ......  4,871 99
-------- 34,847 31
J A P A N  MISSION.
To cash paid drafts, Ac.................  $5,056 71
“ 1 on account of the Mission........ 5,000 68
-------- 10,057 39
“ Cor. Secretary’s salary.. ........ $3,000
“ “ Bookkeeper’s “ .........  200
“ “ Incidental expenses, printing, &c...  809 24
“ “ Traveling expenses............ 243 72
“ “ Intereston loans.............  3,065 71
“ “ Rent....................  262 50 •
“ “ Paid to the Japanese....   3,748 06
“ “ Postage..................   142 16
“ “ Gospel Field...............  ‘2,732 43
“ “ Miss M. J. Mandeville.....    76 09
“ “ Miss J. Chapin.............. 114 ’
i --------, 14,393 91
“ " Returned to Oh. Addisville, paid twice. 21 71
“ “ Notes paid during the year....... . 6,500
“ “ Balance in Treasury.......... . ' 786 34
$80,954 94
April 30, 1869. Gr. .
By balance in Treasury..........................Sl|,122 87
1870, April 30.By cash received from Churches............. $34,782 95
“ “ “ Sabbath Schools.........  4,661 78
1 “ Individuals...........  7,662 19
“ “ •' “ not through Churches 1,860 78
“ “ “ Miscellaneous sources........ 2,885 24
“ “ " Legacies..............  5,490
E. C. Scudder.................
“ J. M. Ferris, account of Japanese......'
“ borrowed from the bank..........
“ received from Church Addisville, twice... .
67,342 94 
50
4,613 87 
17,503 55 
21 71
$80,954 94
Invested in U. 8. Bonds, on account of Suydam Fund....... $10,000
“ “ “ Mandeville Fund......  5,500
“ “ “ Warren Ackerman Fund... 10,000
“ 1 “ General Security Fund... 6,000
“ “ Holland and Wisconsin Classes......  2,367
Loss by Exchange, 1869-70 . ..............$9,112 14
Present debt of the Board................. $35,000
New Y o r k , April 30, 1870. ,GAMALIEL G. SMITH, Treasurer.
We hereby certify that, having examined the accounts of the Treasurer ol 
the Board of Foreign Missions of the Reformed Protestant (Butch) Church, we 
find the same to be correct, and that the balance in hands of the Treasurer on 
30th day of April, 1870, was seven hundred and eighty-six dollars and thirty- 
four cents ($786 34).
New Y o r k , May 30, 1870.
iAW  WR y S?VECHTEN, \ * * i * n g  Committm.
i
!
goaiil of / o t t i p  fissions.
Members whose Term expires June, J871.
Rev. Isaac Ferris, D.D., LL.I). Rev. W .  J. R. Taylor, D.D.,
“ A. P. V a n  Gieson, Mr. Joseph B. Sheffield,
“ Joseph Scudder, D. D., “ James A. "Williamson,
• “ G. H. Mandeville, D.D., " J. Remsen Bennett.
Members whose Ttna expires June, 1872.
Rev. W .  R. Duryee, Rev. W .  V. V. Mahon, B.Ir,
“ W .  H. Steele, D.I)., Mr. Sanford Cobb,
“ Benis Wortman, D.D., “ A. H. Hazen,
J. McC. Holmes, D.D., •• A. V  W .  Van Vechten.
M  m.bers whose Term expires June, 1873.
Rev. Thomas D e  Witt, D.D., Rev. H. D. Ganse,
“ E. P. Terhune, D.D., Theodore I;. Mason, M.D.,
“ Philip Peltz, D.D., Mr. D. J. Steward,
“ 0. L. Wells, “ W .  R. Janeway.
i
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Rev. Isaac Ferris, D.D., LL.D.. 
“ W .  H. Steele, D.D.,
“ E. P. Terhune, D.I)..
“ W .  R. Duryee,
“ H. D. Ganse.
Mr. Sanford Cobb,
Theodore L. Mason, M.D., 
Mr. James A. Williamson,
“ A. V. W .  V a n  Vechten. 
“ D. Jackson Steward.
CFFICEKS FOR 1870-71.
Rev. Thomas D e  Witt, D.D., President,
Mr. Sanford Cobb, 1 lee President, D I
Rev. A. P. V a n  Gieson, lice. Secretary, '
“ J. M. Ferris, ('or. Secretary, }
Mr. Gamaliel G. Smith, TVeasunr, 342 Pearl Street,
5Tew York City, j
MEDICAL ADVISORS. ' ^
James Anderson, M.D., N e w  York,
IleniT R. Baldwin, M.D., N e w  Brunswick. N. .).

